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Yukie Sakai is a sprightly young home health aide eager to help her elderly
clients. But what seems like a straightforward job quickly turns into a series of
increasingly surreal and bizarre adventures that put Yukie’s wits to the test!
Cartoonist Kago, who is well known for combining a more traditional manga style
with hyper realistic illustration technique, an experimental visual storytelling
approach, and outrageously sexual and scatological subject matter, has singlehandedly created his own genre: “fashionable paranoia."
A 9th grade class is transported to an island and forced to fight each other to the
death on a reality television program.
Ex-mob enforcer Isaiah Coledrige has hung out a shingle as a private eye in New
York's Hudson Valley, and in his newest case, a seemingly simple murder
investigation leads him to the most terrifying enemy he has ever faced When a
small-time criminal named Harold Lee turns up in the Ashokan reservoir--sans a
heartbeat, head, or hands--the local mafia capo hires Isaiah Coleridge to look
into the matter. The mob likes crime, but only the crime it controls . . . and as it
turns out, Lee is the second independent contractor to meet a bad end on the
business side of a serrated knife. One such death can be overlooked. Two
makes a man wonder. A guy in Harold Lee's business would make his fair share
of enemies, and it seems a likely case of pure revenge. But as Coledrige turns
over more stones, he finds himself dragged into something deeper and more
insidious than he could have imagined, in a labyrinthine case spanning decades.
At the center are an heiress moonlighting as a cabaret dancer, a powerful
corporation with high-placed connections, and a serial killer who may have been
honing his skills since the Vietnam War. . . A twisty, action-packed follow-up to
the acclaimed Blood Standard, Black Mountain cements Laird Barron as an
inventive and remarkable voice in crime fiction.
Battle Royale: RemasteredHaikasoru
A professor of English literature writes the autobiography of his fantasy alter-ego,
wanton movie star Gloria Grahame, while his own sexual desires go frustrated.
Denton Moulton — a shy, effeminate male professor — lives inside his head, where
he is really a long-dead movie star: the glamorous Gloria Grahame, from the
golden age of Hollywood. Professor Moulton is desperate to reveal Gloria’s
shocking secret before he dies. Does he have the right to tell this woman’s
story? Who, in fact, has the right to tell anyone’s story at all? A scandalous,
humorous novel of taboo desires and repression, I, Gloria Grahame alternates
between Gloria’s imagined life with her film-director husband, Nicholas Ray,
director of Rebel Without a Cause, and Denton’s increasingly frustrated real-life
attempts to produce his own work of art: an all-male drag production of
Shakespeare’s Venus and Adonis. The novel takes us from high-strung film sets
to dark bars and the puritanical offices of government arts granting agencies,
where Denton runs up against the sternest warnings that he may not, in fact,
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imagine himself as someone else, even in art. A RARE MACHINES BOOK
HIGH ADVENTURE ON THE SWORD EDGE OF DESTINY A Cavern of Black
Ice is the first book in J.V. Jones's Sword of Shadow series As a newborn Ash
March was abandoned--left for dead at the foot of a frozen mountain. Found and
raised by the Penthero Iss, the mighty Surlord of Spire Vanis, she has always
known she is different. Terrible dreams plague her and sometimes in the
darkness she hears dread voices from another world. Iss watches her as she
grows to womanhood, eager to discover what powers his ward might possess. As
his interest quickens, he sends his living blade, Marafice Eye, to guard her night
and day. Raif Sevrance, a young man of Clan Blackhail, also knows he is
different, with uncanny abilities that distance him from the clan. But when he and
his brother survive an ambush that plunges the entire Northern Territories into
war, he yet seeks justice for his own . . . even if means he must forsake clan and
kin. Ash and Raif must learn to master their powers and accept their joint fate if
they are to defeat an ancient prophecy and prevent the release of the pure evil
known as the End Lords. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
With unemployment at an all-time high and violence amongst school children almost
out of control, the Japanese government introduces the "Battle Royale Act." A randomly
chosen school class is taken to a deserted island and forced to fight each other to the
death. One pupil only is allowed to survive as proof of the lengths to which the
government is prepared to go to end the violence.
Best Books of 2019 —Cosmopolitan Camille couldn't be having a better summer—she
kills it as Ophelia in her community theater's production of Hamlet, catches the eye of
the cutest boy in the play, and nabs a spot in a prestigious theater program. But on the
very night she learns she got into the program, she also finds out she’s pregnant. She
definitely can’t tell her parents. And her best friend Bea doesn’t agree with the
decision Camille has made. Camille is forced to try to solve her problem alone...and the
system is very much working against her. At her most vulnerable, Camille reaches out
to Annabelle Ponsonby, a girl she only barely knows from the theater. Happily,
Annabelle agrees to drive her wherever she needs to go. And in a last minute change
of heart, Bea decides to come with. Over the course of more than a thousand miles,
friendships will be tested and dreams will be challenged. But ultimately, the girls will
realize that friends are the real heroes in every story. Girls on the Verge is an incredibly
timely novel about a woman’s right to choose. Sharon Biggs Waller brings to life a
narrative that has to continue to fight for its right to be told, and honored.
"[C]ompelling... This title offers realistic viewpoints on teenage pregnancy, along with
what it is like to have the right to choose, wanting that right, and living knowing that you
will be judged for having exercised it." —School Library Journal, Starred Review
Dans un pays asiatique imaginaire existe un programme gouvernemental connu sous
le nom de Battle Royale. Chaque année, une classe de 3e est choisie au hasard,
emmenée sur une île coupée du monde, et les collégiens doivent combattre entre eux
jusqu'à ce qu'il ne reste qu'un survivant... Ceci afin de servir d'exemple à la population,
à la jeunesse particulièrement, et aussi de recueillir des statistiques sur le temps mis
par le champion à éliminer ses camarades. Version contemporaine sur vitaminée de Sa
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Majesté des Mouches, de William Golding, Battle Royale a défrayé la chronique à sa
publication, avant de devenir l'un des plus grands best-sellers de l'édition nippone.
The cult Japanese bestselling phenomenon! Koushun Takami's notorious high-octane
thriller is based on an irresistible premise: a class of 42 junior high school students are
taken to a deserted island where, as part of a ruthless authoritarian program, they are
electronically collared, provided with weapons of varying potency, and sent out onto the
island. If they are in the wrong part of the island at the wrong time, their collars will
explode. If they band together to save themselves a collar will explode at random. If
they try to escape from the island, they will be blown up. Their only chance for survival
lies in killing their classmates. Criticized as violent exploitation when first published in
Japan - where it then proceeded to become a runaway bestseller - BATTLE ROYALE is
a Lord of the Flies for the 21st century, and a potent story of politics and survival in a
dog-eat-dog world. Made into a controversial hit movie of the same name, BATTLE
ROYALE is already a contemporary Japanese pulp classic, and is now available for the
first time to the UK mainstream.
'Nothing more lonely -' A selection of Basho's most magical haiku Introducing Little
Black Classics: 80 books for Penguin's 80th birthday. Little Black Classics celebrate the
huge range and diversity of Penguin Classics, with books from around the world and
across many centuries. They take us from a balloon ride over Victorian London to a
garden of blossom in Japan, from Tierra del Fuego to 16th century California and the
Russian steppe. Here are stories lyrical and savage; poems epic and intimate; essays
satirical and inspirational; and ideas that have shaped the lives of millions Basho
(1644-1694). Basho's On Love and Barley and The Narrow Road to the Deep North
and Other Travel Sketches are available in Penguin Classics.
The Program is a brutal military experiment that pits junior high students against each
other every year in a brutal battle to the death. Most of the students from Shiroiwa
Junior High scatter as soon as they reach the remote island where they must
participate in the latest round of the Program. But Yukie Utsumi and five of her friends
lock themselves in the lighthouse, clinging to a desperate hope of survival. They all
trust each other, but they also know that only one can survive the Battle Royale… A
graphic novel side story of the bestselling novel Battle Royale
This book presents an authoritative and illuminating insight into the development and most
important characteristics of Japanese society and culture. Approaching the subject from a
number of different points of view. Originally published in 1963.
Medusa Uploaded by Emily Devenport offers readers a fast-paced science fiction thriller on the
limits of power and control, and the knife-edge between killing for revenge or a greater good.
Vulture—10 Best Sci-Fi and Fantasy Books of 2018 io9—28 New Scifi and Fantasy Books to Add
to Your Shelves in May The Verge—12 Science Fiction and Fantasy Novles to Check Out This
May Kirkus—Best SFF and Horror Out in May My name is Oichi Angelis, and I am a worm.
They see me every day. They consider me harmless. And that's the trick, isn't it? A generation
starship can hide many secrets. When an Executive clan suspects Oichi of insurgency and
discreetly shoves her out an airlock, one of those secrets finds and rescues her. Officially
dead, Oichi begins to rebalance power one assassination at a time and uncovers the shocking
truth behind the generation starship and the Executive clans. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A group of ninth-grade students are confined to a small isolated island where they must fight
each other for three days until only one survivor remains, as part of the ultimate in reality
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television.
This Special Edition of The Hunger Games includes the most extensive interview Suzanne
Collins has given since the publication of The Hunger Games; an absorbing behind-the-scenes
look at the creation of the series; and an engaging archival conversation between Suzanne
Collins and YA legend Walter Dean Myers on writing about war. The Special Edition answers
many questions fans have had over the years, and gives great insight into the creation of this
era-defining work. In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation of
Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. The Capitol keeps the
districts in line by forcing them all to send one boy and one girl between the ages of twelve and
eighteen to participate in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV.Sixteenyear-old Katniss Everdeen regards it as a death sentence when she steps forward to take her
sister's place in the Games. But Katniss has been close to death before-and survival, for her, is
second nature. Still, if she is to win, she will have to start making choices that weigh survival
against humanity and life against love.
The universe is under threat and an ancient alien intelligence threatens to bring humanity down
unless Major Sanda Greeve and her crew can stop it in the final book of this explosive Philip K.
Dick award nominated space opera. The code has been cracked. The secrets of the Casimir
gates have been revealed. But humanity still isn't safe. The alien intelligence known as Rainier
and her clones are still out there, hell-bent on its destruction. And only Sanda can stop them.
With the universe's most powerful ship under her command and some of the most skilled
hackers, fighters, and spies on her team, it will still take everything she has to find the key to
taking down an immortal enemy with seemingly limitless bodies, resources, and power.
In this #1 national bestseller, “master storyteller” (Houston Chronicle) Stephen King, writing as
Richard Bachman, tells the tale of the contestants of a grueling walking competition where
there can only be one winner—the one that survives. In the near future, when America has
become a police state, one hundred boys are selected to enter an annual contest where the
winner will be awarded whatever he wants for the rest of his life. Among them is sixteen-yearold Ray Garraty, and he knows the rules—keep a steady walking pace of four miles per hour
without stopping. Three warnings and you’re out—permanently. With an introduction by
Stephen King on “The Importance of Being Bachman.”

In Josie and Jack, Kelly Braffet gives us a deliciously dark, suspenseful debut
novel in the tradition of Patricia Highsmith. Beautiful, brilliant, and inseparable,
Josie and Jack Raeburn live a secluded, anarchic existence in their decaying
western Pennsylvania home. The only adult in their lives is their rage-prone
father, a physicist, whose erratic behavior finally drives them away. Without a
moral compass to guide them, Jack leads Josie into a menacing world of wealth,
eroticism, and betrayal. His sociopathic tendencies emerge, and soon Josie must
decide which is stronger: the love and devotion she feels for her brother or her
will to survive. From its opening page to its shocking climax, this contemporary
Hansel and Gretel story is compulsively readable and hugely entertaining.
The Program is a brutal military experiment that pits junior high students against
each other every year in a brutal battle to the death. Most of the students from
Shiroiwa Junior High scatter as soon as they reach the remote island where they
must participate in the latest round of the Program. But Yukie Utsumi and five of
her friends lock themselves in the lighthouse, clinging to a desperate hope of
survival. They all trust each other, but they also know that only one can survive
the Battle Royale... A graphic novel side story of the best-selling novel Battle
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Royale -- VIZ Media
The Challenge by Tom Hoyle, bestselling author of Thirteen, is a gripping
adventure thriller about an online game gone wrong. Ben's been grieving for his
best friend, Will, who suddenly disappeared from their tiny village a year ago. But
when twins Sam and Jack begin at the school, things start to look up. Cool, goodlooking and popular, they draw Ben into their world and introduce him to The
Challenge. What first appears to be a fun internet game quickly turns sinister as
Ben's tasks become wilder and more dangerous, starting to raise questions over
Will's disappearance. But once you're involved with The Challenge, it's very hard
to get out . . .
Koushun Takami's notorious high-octane thriller envisions a nightmare scenario:
a class of junior high school students is taken to a deserted island where, as part
of a ruthless authoritarian program, they are provided arms and forced to kill until
only one survivor is left standing. Criticized as violent exploitation when first
published in Japan—where it became a runaway best seller—Battle Royale is a
Lord of the Flies for the 21st century, a potent allegory of what it means to be
young and (barely) alive in a dog-eat-dog world. A new translation by Nathan
Collins.
Shinji est face à Ihijima, un garçon froussard qui n'hésite pas à utiliser ses amis
pour s'en sortir ! Shinji est bien décidé à le tuer s'il ne se sauve pas, c'est alors
que Kiriyama fait son apparition et s'ensuit alors un combat entre Shinji et
Kiriyama...
Graphic novel.
The cult phenomenon Battle Royale has been lauded as a masterpiece and decried as
exploitative gore, but it’s always remained in the public consciousness. This collection of
essays by some of the best science fiction, horror, and thriller writers working today explore the
depth, details, and controversies surrounding Battle Royale in an intelligent, accessible
fashion.
Reads from back to front and from right to left.
Koushun Takami’s Battle Royale is an international best seller, the basis of the cult film, and
the inspiration for a popular manga. And fifteen years after its initial release, Battle Royale
remains a controversial pop culture phenomenon. Join New York Times best-selling author
John Skipp, Batman screenwriter Sam Hamm, Philip K. Dick Award-nominated novelist Toh
EnJoe, and an array of writers, scholars, and fans in discussing girl power, firepower,
professional wrestling, bad movies, the survival chances of Hollywood’s leading teen icons in
a battle royale, and so much more! -- VIZ Media
A disgraced ex-cop desperate to survive in a world destroyed by climate change makes a
terrifying discovery in this dystopian series debut. It’s the year 2031. A world decimated by
climate catastrophe, where the sun’s heat is deadly and the ocean rises higher every day. A
world ruled by the rich, powerful, and corrupt. A world where a good man can’t survive for long
. . . Hogan Duran was a good man once. He was a cop, forced to resign in disgrace when he
couldn’t save his partner from a bullet. Now Hogan lives on the fraying edges of society,
serving cruel masters and scavenging trash dumps just to survive. But after four years of living
in poverty, Hogan finally gets a chance to get back on his feet. He’s invited to join the National
Security Council, the powerful paramilitary organization responsible for protecting the rich and
powerful from the more unsavory elements of society. All he needs to do is pass their deadly
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entrance exam, and he’ll be rewarded with wealth and opportunity beyond his wildest dreams.
But this ex-cop’s path to redemption won’t be easy. The NSC are hiding something, and as
Hogan descends deeper and deeper into their world, he starts to uncover the terrible truth of
how the powerful in this new world maintain their power . . . and just how far they will go to
protect their secrets. In a world gone wrong, can one man actually make a difference, or will he
die trying? Great for fans of The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins, The 5th Wave by Rick
Yancey, and Divergent by Veronica Roth. Praise for Kill Code “Well paced with plenty of plot
twists and double crosses. Characters are portrayed in a realistic and relatable way. The story
is a fun, fast-paced read and even hints at romance (if you’re into that sort of thing). . . . This
book is a major win for Clive Fleury! You can tell that the author has passion for many of the
social issues pertaining to our day. Can’t wait to see what comes next!” —Nicky Flowers,
Indies Today
Covering more than eighty years of anime history and over three thousand titles, the authors
show how the anime universe has influenced creative cultures far beyond its native Japanese
shores.
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